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For any positive integers h, g, let m=m(h, g) be the largest possible integer such
that for every a # Zm the equation a#x1+x2+ } } } +xh (mod m) has at most g
solutions (up to rearrangement of the xi 's). It is proved in this paper that there
exists a Bh[g]-sequence B[1, n] with
|B|=m(h, g)1&1h n1h+o(n1h).
In particular, there exists a B2[2]-sequence B[1, n] such that
|B|=- 3n+o(- n),
which improves an earlier result of Kolountzakis. It is also proved that for every
g2 there exists an infinite B2[g]-sequence B=[n1<n2< } } } ] with
lim inf
j  
nj
j 2
=
1
- 2g&3
.
Some open problems are also discussed in this paper.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
Let Z be the set of integers. Let h2, g1 be integers. A subset A of
Z is called a Bh[g]-sequence if for every positive integer m, the equation
m=x1+x2+ } } } +xh , x1x2 } } } xh , xi # A (1)
has at most g distinct solutions. A Bh[1]-sequence is often referred as a
Bh-sequence. Bh -sequences were first introduced by Sidon (see [21, 22]) in
connection with the theory of Fourier series. In this paper, we shall construct
both finite and infinite Bh[g]-sequences with large upper density.
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Chowla and Erdo s [12] proved by using a result of Singer [23] that
there exists a B2 -sequence B[1, n] such that
|B|- n+o(- n).
In the general case, Bose and Chowla [2] proved that there exists a
Bh-sequence B[1, n] such that
|B|n1h+o(n1h). (2)
Recently, Kolountzakis [16] constructed a B2[2]-sequence B[1, n] with
|B|- 2n+o(- n). (3)
In this paper, we continue Kolountzakis's approach. We shall construct,
for every h2 and every g2, a Bh[g]-sequence B[1, n] such that
|B|m1&1hn1h+o(n1h),
where m=m(h, g) is the largest positive integer m such that Eq. (6) has at
most g solutions. In particular, we prove that there exists a B2[g]-sequence
B[1, n] such that
|B|- 2g&1 - n+o(- n).
When g=2, this improves (3) of Kolountzakis.
It has been a difficult task to construct dense infinite Sidon sequences.
Ajtai, Komlo s and Szemere di [1] proved by using random method that
there exists an infinite B2-sequence [nj] such that
nj109
j 3
log j
for all jj0 . (4)
Note that the greedy method shows that there is an infinite B2 -sequence
[nj] with njcj 3. On the other hand, Erdo s [24] proved that there is no
infinite B2 -sequence [nj] such that njcj 2 for every jj0 . However, it is
possible (see [24]) to construct a B2-sequence [nj] which contains infinitely
many nj 's with nj4j 2. This has been improved by Kru ckeberg [17] to
nj2j 2.
Recently, Kolountzakis proved that there is an infinite B2[2]-sequence
[nj] such that
lim inf
j  
nj
j 2
=1. (5)
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In this paper, we shall construct explicitly, for every given g2, an infinite
B2[g]-sequence [nj] such that
lim inf
j  
nj
j 2
=
1
- 2g&3
.
This result contains (5) as a special case where g=2.
In Section 2, we shall discuss a Diophantine equation which prepares for
later sections. Section 3 presents a construction of a large finite Bh[g]-
sequence. An infinite B2[g]-sequence with large upper density will be
constructed in Section 4. In Section 5, we shall discuss some related open
problems.
2. A Diophantine Equation
Let h and m be positive integers. Let ga(h, m) be the number of solutions
of the following equation
a#x1+x2+ } } } +xh (mod m), (6)
where xi 's are integers and 0x1x2 } } } xhm&1. Define
g(h, m)=max
a # Zm
ga(h, m).
Theorem 2.1. For h2 and m1,
1
m \
m+h&1
h +g(h, m)\
m+h&2
h&1 + . (7)
Proof. Noting that any combination of h not necessarily distinct elements
x1 , x2 , ..., xh from Zm is a solution of (6) for some a # Zm , we have that
\m+h&1h += :a # Zm ga(h, m)mg(h, m),
which gives the inequality on the left hand side of (7). Let a # Zm be any
element. Every combination of h&1 not necessarily distinct elements x1 ,
x2 , ..., xh&1 from Zm corresponds to a solution of (6). Therefore, the upper
bound of g(h, m) follows from the fact that different solutions of (6) give
different such combinations. K
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In particular, when h=2, we have
m+1
2
g(2, m)m.
In fact, when h=2, we have the following precise formula for g(2, m).
Theorem 2.2. For any m1,
g(2, m)=m+12 | .
Proof. Let K*m be the complete graph (each vertex has a self loop edge)
of m vertices labeled with elements of Zm . We label the edge (x, y) by x+y.
Clearly, the solutions of
a#x1+x2 (mod m), 0x1x2m&1
are the labels of pairs of vertices whose joint edge has label a. The theorem
follows from the fact that, for each a # Zm , K*m has at most W (m+1)2X
edges with label a. K
Let m(h, g) be the largest positive integer m such that (6) has at most g
distinct solutions. Then we have the following corollary.
Corollary 2.1. For any g1, m(2, g)=2g&1.
3. Finite Bh[g]-Sequences
Theorem 3.1. For h2 and g1, there exists a Bh[g]-sequence B
[1, n] with
|B|=m1&1hn1h+o(n1h),
where m=m(h, g).
Proof. Let m=m(h, g). It follows from the BoseChowla's construction
that there exists a Bh -sequence A[1, nm&1] with
|A|=\ nm+
1h
+o(n1h).
Define
B= .
m&1
i=0
Ai ,
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where
Ai=[ma+i | a # A] for i=0, 1, ..., m&1.
It is clear that B[1, n] and
|B|= :
m&1
i=0
|Ai |=m |A|=m1&1hn1h+o(n1h).
We now prove that B is a Bh[g]-sequence. Suppose that
b11+ } } } +b1h= } } } =bg+1, 1+ } } } +bg+1, h=a.
Since the equation (6) has at most g distinct solutions, we see that there
exist s, t such that, after a rearrangement,
bsj#btj (mod m) for j=1, 2, ..., h.
Hence, for each 1 jh, bsj and btj are in a same Ai . Suppose that
bsj=masj+i, btj=matj+i, asj , atj # Ai
for j=1, 2, ..., h. Then
as1+ } } } +ash=at1+ } } } +ath .
Since A is a Bh -sequence, we see that1 [as1 , ..., ash]=[at1 , ..., ath] are the
same, which implies that
[bs1 , ..., bsh]=[bt1 , ..., bth].
Therefore, B is a Bh[g]-sequence. K
In particular, it follows from Corollary 2.1 that
Corollary 3.1. There exists a B2[g]-sequence B[1, n] such that
|B|=- 2g&1 - n+o(- n).
Remark. When g=2, Corollary 3.1 implies the existence of a B2[2]-
sequence B[1, n] with
|B|=- 3n+o(- n),
which improves (3) of Kolountzakis.
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Remark. The remainder term in (2) can be improved by using the latest
estimate of the gaps between consecutive prime numbers. Hence the
remainder terms in the above theorems can be improved.
4. Infinite B2[g]-Sequences
Theorem 4.1. For any g2, there exists an infinite B2[g]-sequence
B=[n1<n2< } } } ] such that
lim inf
j  
nj
j 2
=
1
- 2g&3
.
Proof. Let n1<n2< } } } <nk be any B2[g]-sequence. To prove the
theorem we only need to show that this B2[g]-sequence can be extended
to a B2[g]-sequence
n1< } } } <nk<nk+1< } } } <nl ,
where
nl=- 2g&3 l 2+o(l 2).
Let A=[n1 , n2 , ..., nk]. Let x=nk . It follows from BoseChowla's
construction that there exists a B2-sequence C[2x+1, x4(2g&3)] with
|C |=
x2
- 2g&3
+o(x2). (8)
Since C is a B2-sequence, for each fixed pair of elements a1 , a2 # A and each
fixed i: 0ih&1, there is at most one pair of elements c1 , c2 # C such that
a1&a2+i=(2g&3)(c1&c2) (9)
Since there are h( k2)=O(k
2)=O(x) combinations of a pair of elements
a1 , a2 # A and an integer i: &2g+4i2g&4, only O(x) elements of C
are involved in the relation (9). Let
D=[c # C | c is not involved in (9)].
It then follow from (8) that
|D|=
x2
- 2g&3
+o(x2). (10)
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Define
Di=[2g&3) d+i | d # D]
for i=0, 1, ..., 2g&4. Let
E= .
2g&4
i=0
Di , and F=A _ E.
Then
|F |=|A|+ :
2g&4
i=0
|Di |=k+(2g&3) |D|=- 2g&3 x2+o(x2).
Let nl be the largest element in F, then
nl=
l 2
- 2g&3
+o(l 2).
We now show that F is a B2[g]-sequence, i.e., for every positive integer
a, the equation
a=x1+x2 , x1x2 , x1 , x2 # F (11)
has at most g solutions. If [u, v] is a solution of (11), then either (i)
u, v # A, (ii) only one of u, v is in A, say, u # A and v # E, or (iii) u, v # E.
If u, v # A is a solution of (11), then u+v2x, which implies that the
equation (11) has no solutions of type (ii) or (iii). Thus (11) has at most
g solutions because A is a B2[g]-sequence.
Now assume that (11) has only type (ii) and (iii) solutions. It follows
from the proof of Theorem 3.1 that E is a B2[g&1]-sequence. Hence (11)
has at most g&1 type (iii) solutions. If
a1 , (2g&3) d1+r1 and a2 , (2g&3) d2+r2
are two solutions of type (ii), where d1 , d2 # D then
a2&a1+(r2&r1)=(2g&3)(d1&d2),
which contradicts the definition of D. Therefore, (11) has at most one
solution of type (ii). Thus (11) has at most g solutions. K
5. Remarks and Related Open Problems
1. For any h2 and g1, let Fh(g, n) denote the maximum size of
a Bh[g]-sequence contained in [1, n]. Erdo s and Tura n [10] proved that
F2(1, n)- n+o(- n).
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Recently, Jia [14] proved that
F2r(1, n)r1(2r)(r!)1r n1(2r)+O(n1(4r).
Kolountzakis recently gave a different proof using cosine sums. A similar
upper bound for F2r+1(1, n) has been proved independently by Chen [4]
and S. W. Graham [11]. Let B[1, n] be any Bh[g]-sequence. Then
1
g \
|B|+h&1
h +hn,
which implies that
Fh(g, n)(gh } h!+o(1)) n1h.
It is of great interest to improve this trivial upper bound for Fh(g, n). In
particular, is it true that
F2(g, n)- 2g&1 - n+o(- n)?
If yes, together with Corollary 3.1 we would have
F2(g, n)=- 2g&1 - n+o(- n).
Perhaps it is not very difficult to prove that
F2(2, n)=- 3n+o(- n).
2. Erdo s [12] proved that, in any B2 -sequence [nj], there are
infinitely many nj 's such that
njj 2 log j.
Nash [19] proved that, for any B4-sequence [nj],
njcj 4 log j for infinitely many nj 's.
Recently, Jia [15] proved that, for any B2r -sequence A=[nj] with
A(x2)RA(x)2 for large x,
njcj 2r log j for infinitely many nj 's.
Recently, Chen [3] and Helm [13] have removed the condition A(x2)R
A(x)2. We conjecture that for every Bh-sequence [nj], there exist infinitely
many nj 's such that
njcj h(log j)h&1. (12)
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This is still widely open, we even do not know if this is true when h=3. Let
B=[nj] be an infinite Bh[g]-sequence. Is it true that there are infinitely
many nj 's satisfying (12)? The following is a weaker question: Is it true that,
for every Bh[g]-sequence [nj],
lim sup
j  
nj
j h
=?
3. By the greedy method, we obtain an infinite Bh[g]-sequence [nj]
such that
nj
1
g \
j+2h&2
2h&1 +=cj 2h&1 for all jj0 .
The random method of Ajtai, Komlo s and Szemere di [1] provides an
infinite B2-sequence [nj] satisfying 4. It would be very interesting to
construct explicitly an infinite B2-sequence [nj] with
njcj 3&= for all jj0 .
In fact, Erdo s [5] conjectured that there exists an infinite Bh-sequence [nj]
such that
nj j h+= for all jj0 .
Furthermore, Erdo s and Graham conjecture2 that the Bh[g]-sequence
constructed from the greedy method actually satisfies njcj h+=. This may
be very difficult to prove, it may be also difficult to explicitly construct a
Bh-sequence [nj] with njcj h+= for all large j. Using a random method
Erdo s and Re nyi [8] proved that, for every =>0, there exists a positive
integer g=g(=) and an infinite B2[g]-sequence [nj] such that
njcj 2+= for all jj0 .
4. Let f (h, n, A) denote the number of solutions of the equation
a=x1+ } } } +xh , x1 } } } xh , xi # A.
Erdo s and Tura n [10] conjectured more than fifty years ago that
f (2, n, A)>0 for large n O lim sup
j  
f (2, n, A)=+.
306 XINGDE JIA
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The conjecture is equivalent to that every Bh[g]-sequence is not a basis of
order h. It has been proved that the analog conjecture for certain semi-
groups is true (see [6, 20]). Recently, Erdo s, Jia and Nathanson [9]
proved that the analog conjecture for infinite Abelian groups are not true.
More precisely, we proved the following result: Let G be any countably
infinite Abelian group. For any given function f from G to positive integers
with f (g)2, G contains a subset B such that g=x1+x2 (x1 , x2 # B) has
exactly f (g) distinct solutions.
5. Erdo s and Freud [7] call a set [n1< } } } <nk] a quasi-Sidon
sequence if the sums ni+nj give (1+o(1))( k2) different values. Accordingly,
we may call a set [n1< } } } <nk] a quasi-Bh[g]-sequence if for ``almost'' all
integers a,
a=ni+ } } } +nih , i1 } } } ih
has at most g solutions. Erdo s and Freud [7] proved that there exists a
quasi-B2-sequence B[1, n] with
|B|=
2
- 3
- n+o(- n).
Replacing the dense B2-sequence with this dense quasi-B2 -sequence, the
proof of Theorem 3.1 with very few modifications proves the following
theorem.
Theorem 5.1. For every g1, there exists a quasi-B2[g]-sequence B
[1, n] such that
|B|=
2 - 2g&1
- 3
- n+o(- n).
In particular, we have
Corollary 5.1. There exists a quasi-B2[2]-sequence B[1, n] such that
|B|=2 - n+o(- n).
If we define F $h(g, n) as the maximum size of a quasi-Bh[g]-sequence
B[1, n]. What is F $h(g, n)? In particular, is it true that
F $2[2]=2 - n+o(- n)?
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